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Abstract 

We investigate the positive contribution to the Kepler legacy that can be achieved by photometry derived from point-spread function (PSF) fitting to the archived target pixels. We find 
gains within transit detection and characterization of faint sources, the disentangling of confused sources, the avoidance of contamination and flux-outside-aperture corrections, and 
the damping of systematic photometric structure resulting from image motion within target pixel apertures. These gains are achieved by using a non-optimal characterization of the 
PSF that insufficiently captures time-dependent thermal effects upon the PSF profile and fine-detail variation across the field-of-view. While the magnitude of improvement is un-
quantified, a new PSF calibration, more sensitive to thermal and spatial variation, will most-likely provide an even larger effective improvement upon archive precision and sensitivity.  
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All software tools are available at keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/PyKE.shtml. Example data (archive.stsci.edu/kepler/data_search/search.php) and PSF calibrations (archive.stsci.edu/kepler/fpc.html) can be 
downloaded from the MAST  
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Sources move within their pixel 
apertures on short and long 
timescales. Archived aperture 
photometry contains the 
consequences of that motion. 
Accurate PSF fitting carries motion 
systematics within PSF centroids, 
not within photometry. 

Aperture photometry of confused transiting 
or eclipsing sources will yield transit or 
eclipse depths biased by contaminating 
flux within the aperture. 
The Kepler Project infers the fractional 
contamination by modeling the local field 
as defined within the Kepler Input Catalog. 
Archived PDC photometry contains these 
inferred corrections. 
PSF photometry bypasses the need to 
calculate and apply a contamination 
correction. 

KIC 8625249 Q15 

Confused sources can be disentangled by 
fitting a PSF model to calibrated pixel data. 
Transits can be localized to a single 
component within a confused source and 
false positive and planet likelihoods 
determined.  
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Object 3 

PSF photometry often yields 
improved sensitivity to planetary 
transits relative to archived 
aperture photometry. 
PSF photometry can increase 
the yield of small planets in the 
Kepler survey and provide 
statistically improved physical 
characterizations of transits. 
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From a control sample of G dwarfs, PSF 
photometry yields systematic photometric 
improvement over archived PDC data for 
targets fainter than Kp = 14. 61% of all targets 
in the Kepler archive have Kp > 14. 
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